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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1933

DR. M. A. BRANNON
RESIGNS AS HEAD
OF STATE SCHOOLS

VOLUME XXXII. No. 31

G rizzly-Cat PHI DELTA THETA,
Game Series
SIGMA KAPPA LEAD
Is Continued
| State University Team Will Tangle
With Montana Miners
Monday, Tuesday

Chancellor of Greater University of Montana Quits Post in Hope
Of Saving Present Educational System of State; Thinks
Move May Prevent Abolition of Office

IN GRADE AVERAGE

Sigma Nu and Kappa Alpha Theta Rank Second Among Social Groups;
University Women Lead Men With Average of 20.53;
Corbin Hall Leads Dormitories

Two days of practice remain until
the Montana Grizzlies board an eastbound train Thursday to invade the
Reaffirming his belief in the chancellor system, a n d expressing the
Sigma Kappa, with an average of 22.88 grade points,'led the sor
lair of the Montana State College Bob
hope that the chancellorship will not be abolished by the state legis
cat. Friday’s and Saturday’s games orities, and Phi Delta Theta, with an average of 18.62 grade points,
lature, Dr. Melvin A. Brannon, for ten years chancellor of the Greater
will mark the second meeting of the | led the fraternities in grade averages during fall quarter, 1932. With
University of Montana, tendered his resignation to Gov. John E. Erick
two squads for this season. Two I one hundredth of a point difference, Kappa Alpha Theta, with 21.69
From the
son last Friday. Action on the re'sig-®------------------------ :-----------------—-----weeks ago the Cats came to Missoula ----------------------------------------“---------®grade points, barely led Kappa Delta,.
nation will be taken by the State |
with 21.68 grade points, to win second
to split a two-game series here. Many
Board of Education. The resignation,
place among the sororities. Sigma Nu,
persons are expecting these games to
as tendered, would become effective
18.55 grade points, placed second
be a deciding factor in the state in
E FEEL rather smug and vin next June 30. The State senate has
among the fraternities, with Sigma
Who Friday resigned his position as tercollegiate pennant race and bothj
passed
a
bill
which
in
effect
abolishes
Alpha
Epsilon, 17.04 grade points,
dicated, today. We have headline
head of the Greater University of Mon teams will be primed /to “shoot the
the office of chancellor. The measure Employment Conditions Are Subject tana after having served as Chancellor works,
Mathematics
Council
Is
to
Meet
placing
third.
evidence of the fallibility of people
Of Discussion
February 24 and 25
The sorority averages were: Sigma
Scoring Combination
rto opposed the retention of the Chan is now before the house of representa
for ten years. His resignation will |
tives.
Kappa, 22.38; Kappa Alpha Theta,
Coach Dyche of the Bobcats found
cellor on grounds admittedly based on
Since more young people are ap take effect July 1.
Dr. N. J. Lennes will be one of the 21.69; Kappa Delta, 21.68; Alpha Chi
In his resignation Dr. Brannon
scoring combination in Wendt, Crain
persona! prejudice toward Dr. Bran
/ i f #Am
*5
principal speakers at the fourteenth Omega, 21.11; Alpha Phi, 20.89; Delta
again asserted his belief that the chan plying for work than ever before and
antTtyoifig,
which
clicked
effectively
non. It takes a big man, today, to give
cellor system affords centralized con there are 20 per ednf fever ?Jobs that
agantst* the Grizzlielp and— proved annual meeting of the National Coun Delta Delta, 20.61; Kappa Kappa
np a job for a principle. The Chan
trol of the six units of the University can-be applied fpr,MroIW7. it. Ames
smooth ^Pnough Saturday to knock cil of Teachers of Mathematics, at Gamma, 19.86; Alpha Xi Delta, 19.83;
cellor, in tendering his resignation,
of
the
Department
of
Education!
and
and prevents "competition” amnng-the
over the near champions of,.thej;ffast- Mbuieapolis, February 24 and 25. Delta Gamma, 18,79; Zeta Chi, 18.28.
asked the members of the legislature
Speaking upon the central topic, "The
'units. He said its abolition would be Psychology told .members of th e PilThe fraternity averages were: Phi
estnjasketball league Jin the country,”
not to abandon the system of chan
'IdenraS’repai^tUou. of a Teacher of Delta Theta, 18.62; Sigma Nu, 18.55;
a definite retreat in.e tlucanqnai stand grina club "at /a ineetlng Stinday*'eve
the University of Utah. The play, most]
cellorship under which the Montana
ning,]
what
younijt‘Trcaple
can
do
Secondary
Matliiematics,”
Prof.
W.
C.
ards.
"Anyone
who
has
invested
10
Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, 17.04; Alpha
used depends upon ‘Crain, big,ceijtet|
higher educational Institutions have
Bagley of Columbia university,. will Tau Omega, 16.87; Phi Sigma Kappa,
years Urn* sprvige like this Is willidgj about i t
controlling the tip-off. This play in
advanced so far. Few people can be
discuss the topic from tiwlptamlpoint 16.29; Sigma Phi Epsilon, 16.18; Delta
to, make any sacrifice-'to preserve thO “ Study the occupations that are in
volves short passes between Young
liked by everyone, and Dr. Brannonl
of tntHedueator, while Dw Lennes will Sigma Lambda, 15.57; Sigma Chi,
existence now—see which are most
was, perhaps, unfortunate in his choice] system.”
Foresters Will . Hold Convocation and Wendt while Crain settles' under
nearly depression proof. Learn the
present a dTscuSsiou■, f ^ ^ t h e stand 14.25; Kappa Sigma, 12.42.
Clapp’s Statement
the
basket, then a long, high pass
of enemies. He saw that by his act
T hursday. • All Tickets
nature
of
the
job
you
select,
study
the
point of the matirematiciait
University women, 554 in number,
Regarding the chancellor’s resigna
to the near ring of the hoop. Crain
be might prevent the destruction of
Are"
Reserved
advantages
and
disadvantages.
Do
leaps into the air and guides the ball .The National Counciffof Teachers had a grade point average of 20.53,
bis work and he resigned. Belittlers tion] PreshC. H. Clapp said yesterday,
your own talents jibe with the quali
while University men, 728 in number,
of
Mathematics
is
an
organisation
of
“I
^
E
x
c
e
e
d
in
g
ly
sorry
that
Chan
into
its
resting
place.
A
short
team
are going to imply that his job would
With only three days remaining be
fications necessary for the job? Find
mathematics teachers in elementary had a grade point average of 16.92.
be gone by June, anyway—that he was cellor Brannon was driven to the con out what training and preparation are fore Foresters’ Ball, indications are cannot guard against this type of play.
and secondary schools. Its purpose Fraternity men and women had an
merely quitting before he was fired. clusion that it was necessary for him needed not to only get the job, but to that the- annual social highlight of Coach Lewandowskl is concentrat
is
the promotion and stimulation of average of 18.32, while non-fraternity
to
resign
in
an
effort
to
save
the'Unling the remaining days of practice
To the belittlers, we say that he had
keep it and advance in it. Get an the sei&oipjon the campus will be a
better teaebing of mathematics.
men and women had a slightly higher
more than a gambler’s chance of hold versity of Montana system. He has Idea of the rewards and opportunities tremendous success. Students of the toward developing a defense which
average of 18.68.
ing both his job and the office. We are given the State of Montana through its available in this field,” advised the Schoplfbi Forestry will meet! together will meet this style of play when the The organization has three divisions
Residents of Corbin hall has the
through
which
it
operates:
the
month
proud of him because he was brave University, ten years of a completely speaker.
Tiiur8daY” moining at 11 o’clock in Grizzlies cannot control the tip. That
and Grizzly fight—the kind always ly publication of “The Mathematics highest average-of students in dorm
enough not to gamble, with so much unselfish and patient devotion to the
the
.Forestry
library
for
the
first'eonitories.
Its average was 23.47, com
Professor Ames described the voca
work of chancellor, who carried all
found in a Grizzly-Bobcat contest— Teacher,” the year book, and the an
at stake.
vocation held since early last fall -to
the burdens and care of administration tional guidance clinic conducted under
are the main hopes of the State Uni nual meeting of its members and board pared to North hall, wltlCan average
discuss
plans
for
the
dance.
of 20.02, and South hall, with an aver
the auspices of the University of
versity aggregation. Playing on a of directors.
0-ED FORMAL is over for another but has little of the compensation
age of 18.08 grade points. In Corbin
which comes to those of us in closer Minnesota. This clinic makes a study T)ie convocation will Tie held ln.llie foreign floor may be a deterent to the
year, and everybody had a .good
school
library
and
.Will
be
oppn
to
hall the upperclassmen averaged 24.44,
touch with our colleagues and with j the individual, finds out what he
Grizzlies chances Friday and Saturday
time. In fact, they got so enthusiastic college students. As I wrote’ to him. can do and places him/In the job for foresters ^onlyll. Speakers yion the pro nights.
the freshmen 13.00. In North hall the
that they had to take the decorations last week, in the long run what hap- which he is fitted. Of 90,000 people gram ar® . P resS c. -H. iClapp, j Chief
upperclassmen averaged 27.65, the
Grizzlies vs. Oredlggers
down during the dance, so they would pens to those of us now connected!who have applied for aid at the clinic, Push Mtliard Evensou,- A. S. ip. M. Monday and Tuesday the Grizzlies
freshmen 19.18 In South hall the
be sure to have souvenirs. One thing with the University of Montana is of more than 40,000 have been placed PreBidentsRetqr Meloy. and Prqr Fay (tangle with the Montana Miners in
upperclassmen averaged 18.28, the
freshmen 17.99.
about Foresters’ Ball, most of the dec little moment to society or to Mon within the past two years. Yet the G. Cial’l:. -The purpose of the convo Butte. The Miners are the only state
orations are either too securely at tana; but certainly state supported cost of the clinic is one halt of the cation is to- direct committees in-final collegiate club who have managed' to
Active and pledge averages:
tached or too hefty for removal, so higher education is being set back cost for government employment preparations for the ball.
keep out of the defeat bracket. Coach
Fraternities
dancers are less tempted to take them many years, and untold harm is being bureaus.
^ ^ r e s p o n s o /ti the ticket sale has Dyche, who has been following the
Members Pledges
down before the dance is over. We done to the oncoming generation of The talk ended with the warning: 6ee&'excelli’int,?’ ;said Chief Push EVen- Miners all season, seems to believe Sophomore Group Starts Campaign Alpha Tau Om ega__ 20.14
13.19
hare a distinct partiality for decora college students, who after all will ‘Don’t let the depression change your sou, “arid- we could' go over. our quota that they may have a better outfit
Delta Sigma Lambda- 18.12
14.13
To Keep Students from
tions that are indestructible. In fact, have to pay for present mistakes.”
attitude toward life. Character is the if the gymnasium would accommodate than either the Grizzlies or the Bob
Kappa Sigma ______ 13.21
15.00
Walking Across Lawns
we would like to suggest cement pil
main thing to live np to and develop.” tqore than four hundred couples. All cats. The Bobcats have no games
Phi Delta Theta ____ 18.26
19.02
Prominent Educator
lars for', the decorative motif of next
Preceding Mr. Ames, a piano solo of the tickets have been reserved and seheduleclw ltli the Orediggers and I^An active campaign to keep students Phi Sigma K a p p a __ 19.05
14.38
year’s Co-ed formal. Perhaps some Dr. Brannon organized the schc$l oL |« u S v e n by Lura Jean Hunt of Wini- .tickets will lie , t,urhed £?jh tomorrow so have not)iingi to tears from that
12.33
and faculty members from cutting Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 20.18
of them would be left by the end of medicine a t the University of Nortif ifc'ecl||
So late purchasers mustf/get ju touch quarter... h
Sigma
C
h
i_________
12.48
15.90
aqr!j§Bs lawns Instead of using the side
Dakota and was its dean fron^ 1905
the evening.
Njsxt week, tValtey/Pool, Tajixlngton, with their representatives if Urev.wjs'.l
Miners Pointing
___
18.09
18.86
walks
was
started
at
a
Bear
Paw
Slsma
Nu
to 1911. He was dean of the c^UOgOj
^WyST
will lea™ the dScuisfotr 'on tickets!'’ snatetREveBBon.
TheTOrTOrength c W h flk in fll has] meeting held Friday afternoon. All Sigma Phi Epsilon.. 15.63
16.40
MOW, students of the State Univer- of liberal arts at the same institution HoW to Make Friends."
not
been
shown
so
far
this
season.
The
work
of
decorating
the
gym
Bear Paws were instructed to be on
Sororities
from 1911 to 1914. He became presi
* " sity of Montana, you are fronted
nasium will be started tomorrow night None of the teams they have encount-j the watch for anyone cutting the
dent of the University of Idaho In 1914,
Alpha Chi Om ega__ 23.53
19.3$
and volunteer workers will do the pre ered have pressed them and much lawns and to remind them that the Alpha P h i _______... 26.36
*lth making a choice, your own and of Beloit college in 1917. He held
12.87
liminary jobs. All students enrolled of their potentialities are still hidden. sidewalks are for use in reaching their
choice, as to whether or not we will the latter position until he came to
Alpha XI Delta _ _ _ 18.83
21.31
in forestry and botany classes will They are pointing for the Grizzlies destinations.
have Aber Day this year. There is no Montana to be chancellor in January,
Delta Delta Delta _22.44
13.53
be excused on Friday and will report and will play their hardest to set the
buck-passing for you to resort to— 1923, succeeding Edward C. Elliott,
“We request each organization on Delta G a m m a ____ _ 21.27
11.94
for work at 8 o'clock in the morning. State University a notch farther down
you hold the buck. We are not going now president of Purdue university,
the campus to speak to their members Kappa Alpha T h e ta_ 22.28
20.93
This year’s ball will feature many jori the perecentage list.' According to and co-operate with us in keeping the Kappa Delta _______ 23.72
to mention school spirit, or passive who had held the position for six years
13.06
resistance, or laziness. We are not and a half.
novel ideas and schemes as formerly, Butte reports, the Ore Diggers are grass from being marred by paths. Kappa Kappa Gamma 24.63
16.07
going to call names. But we are wait A graduate of Wabash college, Dr. Wednesday and Friday, February 15 with several innovations. The com hoping for a Grizzly win over the Bob The Bear Paws have been instructed Sigma Kappa _______ 22.14
23.75
And
17
Set
as
Tentative
ing to see it anyone is actually indel Brannon received his degree of Doctor
mittees have declined any release of cats and anticipating a Miner defeat to be on the lookout for these offend Zeta Chi .................... 19.89
17.25
of the Grizzlies.
Dates for Events
Pendent and vigorous enough to start of Philosophy from the University of
(Continued on Paso lo u r)
ers and to call them down for their
a Petition to keep Aber Day as one of | Chicago, and of Doctor of Laws from
carelessness.
We
feel
that
keeping
off
if
Tentative plans have been made for
the real Montana traditions.
the grass is a tradition which does
Whitman college.
the intramural swimming meet which
not have to be enforced and if care
Chancellor System
will be held Wednesday and Friday,
a t h a r in e b r u s h , one of-the
is
taken this cutting of lawns will be
Under the Montana system, the
I cleverest columnists, has adchancellor is an executive officer of February 15 and 17, and entries are
stopped by spring,” said Cregg Cough
expected from the nine fraternities
lin, Chief Grizzly.
Schedule for Saturday’s Tryouts Will
mltted to her readers that she jots the State Board of Education and
and Independents.
Famous English Novelist Had Scholarship at Age of
; Graduated Members of the Traditions commit
Be Announced
down notes for columnar topics on any supervises the outlining of courses at
This year, competition will be for
available space—"theater programs, the various units of the University so
From Cambridge in 1903
tee have expressed the opinion that
both teams and individuals. Medals
menu cards, the fly-leaves of novels as to avoid unneessary duplication
they dislike to see students cutting Varsity Vodvil. will be presented at
will be awarded to the Individual win
end the cuffs of my favorite gentle- wherever possible.
across the lawns because of the old the Fox-Wilma theater rather than at
ners in the eight events but no trophy
A. A. Milne, author of the Montana Masquers’ winter quarter pro tradition and also because of the un the Missoula county high school audi
®en's evening shirts.” But she de- He also, with the aid of the presi
will be awarded to the winning team. duction, “The Truth About Blayds,” is ranked by Hugh Walpole, Eng
elares that she has given up trying tol dents, deans and directors of the units,
sightly appearance which criss-crossed torium as previously planned, it was
It will be necessary to have trials
wrlte her column with an eyebrow sets up a budget for each activity for
lish novelist and critic, as second only to George Bernard Shaw and the paths running over the campus lawns, announced today by Dick Schneider,
in all of the events, so that each or
manager of the production, who has
Pencil. w e thought, once, that we presentation to the Board of Educa
will present next spring.
ganization will have to submit an late John Galsworthy in a list of British dramatists. Milne has written
just completed negotiations with E.
*ould never have any trouble in find tion. It is in this field that the most
"I think the Bear Paws are to be
entry list enumerating the names of verses, parodies and books, as well as®
K. Taylor, manager of the theater.
ing topics for discussion. But just in valuable work can be done by aiding
wrlte- » family was not 80 optimistic commended for starting an educa
all contestants and the events each many one-act and long plays.
Despite the change in show houses,
Pen* we might, some day, we made co-operation” and “lessening competi
future ln thls' However, tional campaign to keep us on the
is entering. Letter men in swimming “I was born on January 15, 1882,” as t0 »
the planned reduction in prices will
“any, many notes on many scraps of tion.”
says Milne of himself, "so I ought to ^
*ave me thelr blessings, and I walks. The desirability of keeping
will not be allowed to compete.
Paper, although we never resorted to
Another of the chancellor’s duties The events of the meet will be: 40- be 61 years old now—but nobody be went to London, took expensive rooms our campus good looking is apparent continue effective. The prices have
not yet been definitely determined.
and settled down to write.
’“(ft cuffs. We wonder how Miss Is to provide a list of qualified admin
to all. Barren streaks and scarred
yard free style, 100-yard free style, lieves it. At the age of 11, I wont to
A special meeting of Central Board
Free-Lance Writer
msh assembles her "favorite gentlel istrators and instructors from which
spots make a favorable impression on
220-yard free style, 100-yard breast Westminister school with a scholar
“By the end of the year I had spent no one. We ourselves do not like yesterday completed all arrangements
®en’>when she starts writing her col- vacancies may be filled. Thus, he has
stroke, 100-yard backstroke;, plunge ship and for a year worked very hard.
for the production of the show to
““ n. Because we have discovered power to make recommendations re
but at 12 I began to feel I knew enough mjr money' an<* * bad earned by writ- them and neither do pur returning
appear March 3.
that we can’t find any of our less garding the personnel of the staffs of for distance, diving, 160-yard relay and thereafter took life more easily. “>8-20 pounds. So I moved to two
alumni and casual visitors. I heartily
(four men).
The schedule for the tryouts which
^anslent notes. So we are Just where the units.
Perhaps the most important thing c'leal> and dirty rooms in a police' join in this movement," said G. D.
| will he held in the Little Theatre Satstarted, after all.
Dr. J. P. Ritchy will speak on “Sex that happened to me there was that man's house and went on writing. The Sballenberger, faculty representative
ih’day
morning beginning at 8 o’clock,
and the Christian Life” at a meeting I began to write verses, parodies and second year, I made 120 pounds and on the Traditions committee.
FORMER STUDENT ELECTED
will appear in the Friday Kaimin.
POME teachers insist on regular at
SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT of the Fellowship group tonight at 616 the like for the school paper. I went lived on it. In the third year I was
At tendance at their classes. Some
Eddy avenue. All students interested to Cambridge, ln spite of the fact that making 200 pounds, for several papers ATKINSON WILL ADDRESS
The Missoula Choral society and the
Charles D. Haynes, who received his are Invited to attend.
ianchers forget to notice the attendeverybody meant me to go to Oxford. were now getting used to me, but ln
COLLOQUIUM WEDNESDAY University Choral society are work
February, 1906, a surprising thing
m
aster’s
degree
at
the
University
of
**$* in their classes.
Strangely
Degree from Cambridge
ing
on Rossetter G. Cole’s composition.
happened. The editor of ‘Punch’ re
*n°ngh, it is often the teachers who Montana in 1927, has been recently
College Knowledge Program
“I left Cambridge in 1903 with a tired, the assistant editor became ed E. H. Atkinson, professor of. psy “Rock of Liberty,’’ which is to be
* iittle more than text-book parrots elected superintendent of schools in
chology,
will
review
the
hook,
“Crea
given by the combined societies ln
very moderate degree and a feeling itor, and 1 was offered the assistant
Over Station KGVO
- teachers from whom the student Hamilton.
in the family that I belled the bril editorship. 1 accepted and was as tive Mind,” by C. Jg. Spearman, before March.
During the past ■seven years, with
j*t* nothing but boredom—-who are
Colloquium which will be held Wed
liant
promise
of
my
youth
and
that
sistant editor until the end of 1914.
Tonight! 8:30 to 9 o’Clock
most irritable about cutting. The the exception of the year 1930-31,
nesday, February 8, at 4:10 o'clock in
Roberta Metcalf of Pbilipshurg,
it was about time I got to work and
"Then for four years I was in the
Dr. Paul C. Phillips will speak
lifis® from whom the student really when he was superintendent of schools
freshman in the School of Journal
did something. The Indian civil serv royal Warwickshire regiment and the Natural Science hall.
in
Missoula,
during
the
absence
of
on
"Depression
and
Prosperity.”
!? value is usually the one who
ism,
who underwent an operation for
A
social
half-hour
wiii
precede
the
ice,
which
was
suggested
as
a
proper
served on the Western front.
loss not mention the disastrous re- Superintendent I. B. Fee, Mr. Haynes Mrs. Phillips will sing a group of
occupation, meant more examinations, “When the war was over I decided review. The discussion group is open appendicitis several weeks ago, re
?•!)?. °f absences from his class. He has been principal of the Central and soprano solos.
turned to school yesterday.
to faculty and towuspeople.
so I said I was going to London to
(Continued on Pose Four)
Prescott schools.
1111 need to.
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MONTANA

KAIMIN

of students materially and vitally
either way. I can, howevtf, see that
there Is a body of tradition, only too
solidly with us, which places a low
premium on learning and study;
which dubs all critics of the status
SOCIAL CALENDAR
quo as kickers, gripers and soreheads;
Friday, February 10, 1933
which embraces the notion that the
Foresters’ B a l l ............................................................... Men’s Gymnasium same level of intellectual activity that
DELTA DELTA DELTA |
characterises the population at large
Saturday, February 11, 1933
*
Founded Thanksgiving Eve, Novem
Alpha P h i ............................................................................. Pledge Formal applies in college; which esteems en
tertainment above all other forms of ber 30, 1888, at Boston Unlvers%.
Delta Sigma L a m b d a ............................................... : .................... preside activity; which regards college life as Delta Delta Delta was the first sorKappa Alpha T h e ta ............................................ .......................... p . . j (rem
ote irom
e wcontemporary
m c u y v ic w / %.wremote
from mthe
eco- ority organized as a national organizenomlc-and political situation; which tion. It Is now an international Kg.
Kappa D e lt a .................................................................................... ..
— ---------------places an enormous amount of con- ority, with 83 active chapters am
All of the week-end’s activities centered around Co-ed Formal, leav-|fidence in "human nature" as an ex- 18,000 members.

With the

Society

F raternities
a t Montana

CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA ine little time for anything else. After the formal at the Elite, the pianatlon for the existence and im- Theta Rho chapter was installed m
this campus In 1926. Before becoitK.
A Certain Yeung Thing complaining sororities were hostesses at supper parties at the chapter houses. A t,—
^
a national sorority, It was Phi Beta
that most of the men at Co-ed Formal the Alpha Chi Omega house, Prof, and Mrs. B. F. Oakes, Dean anc*iflfl plea8ant ineffectual persons; which
local.
apparently had not danced for years—
W. Leaphart, Elizabeth Mar-1;
I exalts the frippery of college life be
Mrs.
Members of this group have bees
The Crowd (and we mean crowd) mad low and Margaret Lehsou were guests.
yond all proportion to significance for prominent on the campus ever sbug
ly demolishing MarJ Mnmm’s decora Members of Alpha Phi Borority were
The Chancellor Resigns
later life—and so on lengthily. This the sorority was Installed. Ann Mb
tion committee's work—Doris (Mortar hostesses to Mrs. Elizabeth Asenodrf,
list Is composed of traditions that are son was one of the founders of Tanaa,
In an obvious effort to save the chancellor system for the University Board Prexy) KIndschy proclaiming
Matheus Hast, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
eminently bad but they are none the sophomore women’s organization. Mor
of Montana, Chancellor Brannon last Friday tendered his resignation to the campus that she has just be Cogswell, Helen Meloy and Catheripe To the Editor of the Montana Kaimin;
less alive, vigorous, operative. Why tar Board members from Tri Debt
The
controversy
centering
more
or
to Gov. J. E. Erickson. It is unfortunate that Dr. Brannon must have come an Aunt—Ionise Harden elabor_ .1 Conger, while at the Alpha XI Delta less around school "traditions” feat-1 not talk about them?
Include Dora Dykens, Roxie Copesfelt it necessary to take such action; yet, when personalities and ating on the vainness of the Co-ed house Estel,e Fa,rbreUler was the ured in your columns last week has
Respectfully yours,
haver, Mary Brennan, Margaret Shaqi,
Forgotten Men who didn't show their guest Delta Gamma entertained at
individual antagonisms enter in, he must be given credit for recognizing
led
me
to
believe
that
discussion
of
JOHN
W.
HOUSTON.
Jean Patterson, Frances Ruckoa,
faces until Saturday—Betty Kelleher an informal mid-night slipper and the
Julia Patten, Fae Logan and Beth
„
------what was perhaps the best thing to do.
and Frances (K. D.) Graves still re- guests were Dean and Mrs. R. C. Line the topic would be more profitable I f |
the term “tradition" was enlarged to I Along with the vanishing Montana Foot
We are convinced that an honest study of the state s educational couperatlng from their last week-end
and Prof, and Mrs. C. H. Rledell. Andy
In 1929, Margaret Sharp Aspi
history will reveal the past two decades under the chancellor system, —Phi Sigs entertaining at a riotous Anderson and Junior Dean furnished Include m atters of more moment than traditions, what has happened to the
Ithe continuance of Aber Day, paddling welI-known co-operation, supposedly wrote a one-act play which was prs
as
decided improvement over the regime
which L
preceded it., We
__a____________________
I
, are roller skating party—someone Insist- the music for an hour of dancing be- frosh, wearing green caps, etc. By tbe bagjg 0( higher education? From
duced
by the Montana Masquers. Jafc
further convinced that a terrible mistake will be made if the bill to *»£ tbat
Hendon, Scoop Luke nmMtween 1 2 and 1 o’clock at the Kappa,
...
..
,
_ , ,
runner convinced
...
. Doc Kennedy should have the floor— | ilnho
hnno(> Prof an(j Mra Iwhat criteria are these activities (ter- Jour meagre experience on the Sentinel Patten and Hazel Thomas held flu
abolish the system is passed and written into the statutes of Montana s Brothers Darrell Parker and Fay Alpha Theta house.
Mmendously important in high school, Ltaff, we notice that It has been con- office of vice-president of A.WSf§
Dean and Mrs. J. E. Mil-1
Twenty-third Legislature. We who today are enrolled in the state’s Clarke doing the officiating—Bert ,A. K., Smith,
,;
lit is true) Judged worthy of the at- 8plcuoug by Its absence, While this 1931-32 and 1932-33 respectively. IVkm
■
Itentlon they have thus far com- jg generally thrown up to the students Tanan was Installed as Spur In 11)1,
institutions of higher learning are the persons who will pay for any (Einstein) R o b i n s o n elocnting on ler, osep
ley and Irma Jane Robertson were the
hasty efforts the legislators may make by way of cutting expenditures. Nomographic Charts at the Math Clnb guests. At the Kappa Kappa Gamma manded? If It Is true that a given jt appears to us to be as much a char- Rita Walker, a Tri Delta, was pntlCircumstances surrounding the bill for abolishment are puzzling. We pow-wow-*-Kay Bailey and Russ Wat supper party, Pres, and Mrs. C. H. group has only so much energy toL cterlstlc of the faculty as of the stu- dent of the organization.
_
„
. _ _ .
, , . expend and it Is desirable th at that dent body
son soloing at the symphony recital—
Other prominent students a t the (Mare forced to wonder, i f at the present’date, the bill were to go again
an a r r e t ’ e
energy be spent in a manner most when there was some doubt as to verslty who are members of Debt
Emma BraTO treading the stairs of
before the Senate, it would receive similar treatment. Whatever its Main Hall—School of Mines pucksters ary r
erguson were gu
* useful to the group, I believe the plain L hetber there would be an annual
Delta Delta are: Agnes Getty, autto
fate at the hands of the House of Representatives, it is to be sincerely eeklng out a one-point victory over a a
, e”
*
*
. ’ . .. physics and ethics of the situation Lug year, the moaning of the campus of a book to be published soon; Ade
o Sg
pp
ought to advise us that we are wast-1 was pitiful to hear Since we stood
hoped that, if it is passed, the gubernatorial veto will send it back for brilliant Grizzly team—Cale (Goalie) bers
laide Ollnger, Miss University of Koiesses at an Informal supper party and , *
. ,
,
“ p . U1 10 near' oluce e
Crowley -keeping the spectators on had -as their guests Mrs. Catherine M. K 0Ur, 8Ub,* nCe' *
further consideration.
f j M V ‘hem and are putting out their tana; Fae Logan, secretary of Kipp
edge—Foresters making ready for a White, Mrs. Celia Dobson and Mrs. mate’ ,I h®11” ®*- * ° uld plac® H t a l k e l , the facto are decidedly dif- T au; Elza Huffman, president of f ts
certaiy big event
R t Maxev
amount of energy that the student ferenf. Student and' faculty co-oper- Hellenlc council; Maxine Davts,^ |
k . J. n a ey.
body expends in anything that could ««o n i. latent They have ordered an
Maryland R.O.T.C. Loses Round One
Varsity Vodvil manager, 1932; Fraam
>aaon " lalenl
After months of research, Congress Saturday night the Phi Sigma K ap-1be
The old, old question of military training has once more popped up, man Frlsby has introduced House Bill pas entertained their guests at a roller I"" ramotely ” *** 'dtecu88loa‘ at jannual put o u t Their stand now Smith, president of Corbin hall; Beth
Mr and bout one‘elghth ot one per a®®1 of seems to say, "Put It out, bat only Foot, president of Theta Sigma
skating
party
at
the
Elite.
but this time in a form which will undoubtedly cause much comment No. 34320 (not that the number mat
the total amount available. Surely it over our dead bodies.”
and member of Colleglana bout
Mrs. Darrell Parker and Prof. Fay Q.
Idevolves upon us, therefore, to make
wben anyone mentions the Irand concern. We refer to the case of Ennis H. Coale, a freshman, who ters) "appropriating $4,320,000 to pro
Esther Strauss, president of S p m ||
tect the ThreerToed Armadillo, which Clark acted as chaperons. James
was suspended from the University of Maryland for refusing to take
Wheaton was a guest. The same night I
precl°us
"
f
6”
conn|;
•
J
responsibility of some college student
Among the Tri Delta's national))
Frlsby claims Is a natural enemy of
Inasmuch
as
the
somewhat
vagrant
L^e
usual
answer
Is
“what
can
you
the required military training on the grounds that, being a member of the red (picnic) ant
the Independents held an informal
attention of the student body is now expect of a collegian?" We have in famous members are: Anette Abbot:
Armadillos ” save Frlabv “abound dance at the women's gymanisum. |
*“
j°
Iexpect of a c ollegianf we nave in
the Methodist Episcopal church, it was against his religious beliefs to
Armadillos, says Frlsby. abound
..h .
, rf Mgthen. U°CHSad upon tradition, It would seem U e pagt felt It our duty to stick up Adams, assistant United States attar
hey and assistant attorney-general d
take such training.
in Central America. Hence they form
E M LitUe a n d ldeslrab,d that di8CU88CTS of t te toplc|fo r all such slurs, but the students
a
natural
barrier
against
an
invasion
Prof,
and
Mrs.
E.
M.
Little
and
In accordance with the college’s practice of allowing members of
deal with those aspects that are sig-1 themselves have succeeded in dtslodg- the United States; Mrs. F. D. Coluahk
of ants from South America to North | Esther Porter were chaperons.
nlficantly related to the thinking of I
any such fanciful illusions we national president of Mortar Boatt
the Society of Friends to be excused from the drill, the authorities
R. Louise Fitch, dean of womet:at
America, much in keeping with the
students, 1. e., closely enough related I may bave had in this line.
intimated that they were going to employ the same rule with regard
North
and
Corbin
halls
.
.
.
=
.
Whitman college and at Cornell itiMonroe doctrine. My bill merely ap
to Coale, but in the second week of the autumn term they summarily propriates funds to see that the Arma The fifth weekly tea given by the t0 d®termlne their conduct I cannot I Appointments made with students versity; Alma Archer, style writer:!*
dropped him. The Board of Regents then refused a petition signed dillo Is unmolested In its self-appoint residence halls was held at North hall “ e b° " ,tbe paddllng or nonpaddling have one chance in fifty of being kep t United Press; Mrs. H. L. Mencisfi,
Sundav. Mrs. F. K. Keith and M rs.|ot ,roab 8 g0tng t0 aHect the conduct | Tbe MaIn Hall clock Is a good example
Elizabeth Alexander, author; Dr. Ettt
by organizations and many prominent citizens, and Coale then ap ed and thankless task of protecting
of the student body in this respect;
Humphrey assisted. The Invited Prentlce alg0 of Butte accompanied,
„
. ,
„
. . . . M. Patch, first woman p re sid e n t
pealed the case to the. courts, on the ground that the University was our homes against an invasion of ants Carol
o iio s ffi wat*a P n r h l n atw) R o u t h Ii q II q [i ,
,
... ,
.
_ ,
ISOITIGI 1D.1GS I£LSt, SOlUGtllTICS BlOW , DQt
„
which, If unchecked, would run man guests were Loroin ana coum nans tbem and will be a guest at the Delta) , ,
Entomologist Society ot AmeriS)
denying him religious freedom. The case was pleaded on constitu
seldom on time.
kind oft the face of the earth In ISO and members of the Kappa Kappa Gamma house this week.
Louise McPhetrldge Thaden, aviami,
tional grounds, and the judge decided that Methodists were entitled years or more."
Gamma and Alpha Chi Omega soror- Mrg w H Logan, and Bertha ■ There will always be exceptions and Bette Davis, movie star; Gen. Jobil
to exemption along with Friends, and that refusing admission to the Introduction of the bill also answers [ties as well as the Phi Delta Theta Logan of Deer Lodge were guests of we wish to thank those who are aiding Pershing, honorary member; MnFae Logan at the Delta Delta Delta us In any way, but when the Sentinel Rosa Marlnoni, poet-laureate of Ar
State University because of religious pacifism was setting up an illegal tor all time the charges made recently and Phi Sigma Kappa fraternities.
comes out In the spring we will not
religious test, denying the guarantees of religious freedom in both the by ousted Sergeant-at-Arms Barry The guests and hostesses at dinner | house over tbe week-end.
kansas.
be surprised to hear a deep Grizzly
State and Federal constitutions. The University has stated that they that all congressmen are interested Sunday at North hall were as follows: Virginia Tait, Alpha Phi, spent the growl. It the 1933 Sentinel does not
Elinor Marlowe was the guest
Iweek-end with her parents In WhiteSigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity h*M
will appeal the case, but in the meantime Coale will be allowed to re merely In those things which are ad Josephlne Marsh, Adelaide Stillings ban
meet with the approval of the students
vantageous to them or their Interests.
formal Initiation Sunday morning.?*
enter the college.
and Joy Browning were the guests of June Hartley, Alpha Phi, spent the 111 may be ,raced baclt t0 them8cl7e’ William Whitehead, Tacoma, Walk;
It is pleasing to see a young man take the tenets of his religion so Gals with lacquered fingernails Elinor MacDonald. Miss Elsie Emlnger w eak. nd
Hamilton
eTen more than Hnanclal difficulties
Thomas Brenner, Grant, and Martb
__ Coe, »,___
was Alice Borland’s guest, Llnal Kathryn
much to heart, but here a very serious quection arises: Does he follow Rarely seem to lack tor males.
Sigmatt_____
Kappa, ___
spent.lan d a late start
Hinnaland, Brockway.
MARY E. WOODY.
the rules and regulations of his religion as closely in all other matters, While those with fingernails un Greene and Caroline McDaniel were Ube week-end at the home of her parthe guests of Ruth Russell and Ginger L ntg in E ix0n.
varnished
or is he just using this particular means of escaping from what he
Seldom get their honor tarnished.
Brown was the guest ot Tana Mac-1 £ 0r;s MacMillan, Arlee, was a week
Phone 3442
probably considers a bothersome duty? We are wondering if he
Donald; Eleanor Potter's guest was end guest at the Sigma Kappa house.
realizes what a precedent his case has set. This is the first decision IS THAT .0. K., CO-EDS? ,
RAINBOW BARBER SHOP AND
Betty.Ann Polleys, while Altqe Lamb Kathryn Ulimer, Superior, spent the
was the guest of Eleanor Speaker and whekrend at ihe*6igina Kappa house.
of its kind in American history, and as such offers a serious threat to
BEAUTY PARLOR ^
Oakland, Calif.—Mrs. George Reid Lovlnk'Calrd of Carol Black Maxthe “iron-clad” practices of many land-grant colleges and state uni-'
Jay Kurtz, Sigma Nu, spent the I
-------------136 Higgins Ave.
ras granted a divorce today on the Ine Davis was the guest of Hazel Goed-1 week-end at his home in Hamilton.
JTeam Captains Will Be Chosen By
versities.
IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL I
trength of her complaint that her
Mary Castles, Sigma Kappa, spent J
Departments
Student pacifists now have a clear-cut precedent to refer to, and husband regularly ended arguments dertz.
Miss LaGreta Lowman entertained | Fr|day and Saturday in Superior.
their legal position is greatly strengthened.
by shutting her up In a folding bed. at dinner Friday night at North hall) Bet"ty h 06> Doris Albert, Betty Wil-I February 16 has been set as the date
Betty Roe, Doris Albert, Betty Wll
It will be interesting to see what will develop out of this situation
for Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Delss and Mr. UamBi Mitchell Sheridan, Robert Sher- for the opcnlQg ot tb® Intercollege
There are no folding beds In sor
and w hat will happen, if anything, when the Maryland school takes the
and Mrs. T. G. Swearingen.
,dan and Richard Traxler spent Sun- basketbal1 tournament, which will be
A Bouquet of
ority house parlors.
Dr. J. P. Ritchie gave a talk to the | day at the Sheridan ranch near Flor- a race among teams entered from the
case into court once more. Not to mention what may take place if
women ot North hall and Corbin hall
departments of the State University
students in other schools suddenly decide to assert their religious And this, Is the.modern co-ed’s prayer:
last night at Corbin hall. His subject Rosemary Gillie visited this past Team captains will be chosen at once
"Oh, Lord! Send me a millionaire."
freedom.
was “Sex and Christian Standards ot week-end In Butte with her parents. and a schedule will be drawn up as
— for—
But for Foresters’ Brawl, any old Living.”
Amoretta Junod and Virginia Gray- soon as entry lists are in.
soak will do.
YOUR VALENTINE |
beal were the guests of Margaret Eligibility lists should be submlttei
By Way of Suggestion
At. the FriKernitlcs and Sororities Johnson in Deer Lodge Sunday.
to Harry Adams, director of lntra
— a t—
Sororities and fraternities enter
Men yearn to be gone
mural athletics, before February 13
Someone asked us Saturday if the University were going to have
From
damsels
who
yawn.
tained
a
number
of
Individual
dinner
Varsity
members and players of the
Smoker
Aber Day this year. We replied placidly that we didn’t know, the
guests over the week-end. At the
1933 freshman squad will not be al
while restraining an impulse to say, “They’ll have it, you mug, if you At Co-ed (just to prove that we did
Sigma Nu fraternity was host at
Alpha Phi house Martha Busey was a
lowed to play, but numeral winners o
and a few others who w ant it will start doing a little agitation for it.”
attend, after all) a more effective job guest at dinner Sunday, and Saturday a Smoker Saturday evening at the former years will be eligible.
It seems to be settled definitely, however, that impromptu and in of demolishing the decorations could evening at the Sigma Kappa house chapter house In honor of the pledges A pennant Is awarded to the team
and a number ot alumni. Boxing,
formal bull-sessions will not register with Central Board that reaction have been performed with less effort Helen Helean was a guest
wrestling and fencing matches com winning the championship, and a hoi
against “passive resistance” which will prove that the Day is still de If some brilliant collegian had merely George Scott and Amer Garvin were prised the entertainment for the eve race is expected. The team from the
turned In a fire alarm.
Sunday
dinner
guests
at
the
Delta
School of Law won the championship
sired. As long as a general meeting of students is so impractical and
ning.
Sigma Lambda house.
In 1932.
hard to arrange, a logical thing to do would be for the Greek-letter I do not drink,
Delta Delta Delta entertained Mrs.
Mother’s Club Entertains
groups and the Independent council to bring it up for discussion at I never smoke,
W. H. Logan, Bertha Logan, Mrs. W.
The Valentine motif was carried out
their next meetings. Then, if the concensus indicates that people want I’ve never told a dirty Joke
E. Ross, Betty Ross, Mrs. Fred Rogers
—And yet, I haven’t a d a t e for
and Dorothy Rogers at dinner Sunday. In the table appointments at a supper
Aber Day, it could be easy enough to take the necessary steps for its
Foresters’.
Guests at the Sigma Kappa house Sunday evening which the Sigma Nu
continuance.
I, the forgotten man,
Thursday evening Included Pres, and Mother’s club gave for the actives and
Quoted as an “also ran”
Mrs.
C. H. Clapp, Dean Harriet R. Sed- pledges at the home ot Mrs. George
MILITARY ENCAMPMENT
Last week,
man, Wlnntfred Keyes, Margaret John Miller, 440 Connell avenue. About
WILL BE IN WASHINGTON Now Speak
thirty guests were present.
son and Gertrude Thalmueller.
And simultaneously laugh up my
Dinner guests at the Sigma Cht
But these words fail to ade
sleeve
The R. O. T. C. camp for advanced
house Saturday night were "Rosey"
At the Irate brothers who now grieve,
quately describe these color
Ryan and Ed Cadwell, members of the
"Barter and the Exchange System” students In military science will be Because In return for Co-ed
held at Fort George Wright in Wash
School of Mines hockey team.
ful, gay, yet demure spring;
Is Subject of Discussion
(Which
I
heard
wasn’t
so
hot
any
ington this year, according to Major
At the Alpha Chi Omega house Sun
like wool frocks that are I
how),
day, Mila Parkins and Alice Griffin
"Barter and the Exchange System," G. L. Smith. The dates will be June
LAST TIMES TONIGHT!
TODAY and WEDNESDAY!
Must bow
were dinner guests.
with particular reference to the newly 13 to July 22 Inclusive.
To
tbe
dictates
of
college
custom,
Robert Dussault, Robb Rice, Charles
So Collegiate in
formed Missoula County People's Ex* About fourteen students will attend
Joan Blondell
Plank down two and a half bucks
Krebs and John Shenk were guests at
change, was the topic of a talk given from this school and Capt. Fred B.
and
which will nearly bust ’em,
Blue, Green and
Rogers
and
Sergt.
C.
W.
Peterson
will
the
Sigma
Nu
house
for
dinner
Sun
by Leonard Kenfield before members
And get a ticket to Foresters’ just to
Warren William
day.
of Check at a meeting held last Tues be part ot the personnel. Advanced
A Mighty Achievement
#
Orange Angora
return
the
date
— In —
students from Washington State col
day afternoon In the Law building.
With the- gal who made It possible
Over the Week-end
Wool
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!
Matheus Kast, professor in the De lege, University of Idaho and Montana
for
them
to
rate
..
Jean Evans and Virginia Henntngpartment of Economics, is chairman State College will also attend.
Co-ed.
sen of Butte spent the week-end at
of the Study and Research committee,
Is their face red?
the Delta Gamma house. Martha
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
— With —
a part of the Missoula County People's Howard Toole is acting as legal coun (Not to mention their noses)
Exchange. Kenfield Is a member of sel.
Sally Eilers
“ I AM A FUGITIVE FROM
hours and days together, you being
—And am I laughing?
this committee, which Is making a
and
Yesterday Glen Flint spoke on the
the one person to whom the subject is
A CHAIN GANG”
house to house survey of the unem “University Units.” New members are
In a letter to Archibald Henderson, unbearable.”
Ralph Bellamy
Brought Back by Demand of
ployed and their economic status.
Ray Chagnon, Missoula; Marie L. George Bernard (Modest) Shaw once We could sympathize with G. B. If
llnudreds
By KATHLEEN NORRIS
Many prominent people In Missoula Hopkins, Chicago, and Richard A. said, “What a frightful thing It Is to the story was being told In North hall
hear somebody talking about you for |—and forgive him his egoism.
are officers In the organization, and Ormsbee, Hamilton.
RICHARD SCHNEIDER........... ................. ........BUSINESS MANAGER

Campus Comment

Intercollege Games
Are Being Planned

FLO W ERS

Heinrich’s Flowers

T hey’re So

Stunning. . .
So Chic. . .

So Individualizing -

Kenfield Addresses
Members of Check

FOX-WILMA FOX-RIALTO
“ The Sign of
the Cross”

“ Three on a Match”

“Second Hand W ife”

r.^tdav, February 7. 1933

THE

Grizzlies R etu rn Frdm Extended
Roop Tour to Idaho and Washington

Sporty Vents

MONTANA

Page Three

KAIMIN

Miners Win Over
Sigm a
Grizzlies in Hockey!

Chis

Lockrldge was high point man with 12

taU
les
Independents
(18)

Cubs Will Tangle
With Poison Team

S. P. E. (23)
Shaw (6) __ ________ ___ ___ Coriell
Following the example of their more
Well, the football rules committee
Forward
Wheaton (2) __________ ..McGillvary experienced proponents, the Grizzlies,
u..t.n!mn Win from Whitman Five But Drop Contests to Ellensburg met and decided “that there is no Victory Gives Oredlggers First State
the
State University Cubs journey this
striking urge tor drastic changes in
Intercollegiate Championship
Forward
Normal and Idaho Squads
the present code” of rules.
White (5) .......... ...................Kent (3) week-end for the hardest contest of
the season when they meet the strong
Playing a fast brand of hockey that
Center
Eleven touring Grizzlies returned to Missoula Sunday, completing a The big shots are still arguing over entitled the Oredlggers to the state Phi Delta Theta and Kappa Sigma | Hansell ( 4 ) ......... ......... Lockrldge (12) Poison Independents on the Poison
court Saturday night.
Hold Second and Third
•ja y bus trip of more than a thousand miles. The State University some minor points though, and there Intercollegiate .championship, t h e
Guard
Earlier in the season the Grizzlies
Places in League
Jones (1) ............. ...........-Jackson (4)
ffluad met four hoop quintets during the tour and were vanquished may be some changes yet. The side School of Mines defeated a team from
the
State
University,
1
to
0,
in
a
thrill
defeated the Independents in a home
Guard
[tree times. The first contests were with Ellensburg normal at line play may be doomed as many
ing
game
played
at
the
municipal
rink
Interfraternity
basketball
enters
the
game,
but fans saw a fast and a
coaches
feel
that
it
is
uninteresting
Substitutions: S. P. E.—Skoog (2),
Ilia®;
jUejisbnrg, Wash., and ended. In' d e -^
smooth working outfit that forced the
last week of play with the Sigma Chi | Sanders (2) and Llmpus.
and useless. The new plan would per here Saturday night.
MIS for the home aggregation The
mit the ball to be taken in ten yards
Neither team scored during the first team replacing the Phi Delta Thetas
Games scheduled this week are: Varsity to its b est To down them
friday tilt with Whitman college at.
it it were downed within the ten yards two periods, but Crowley, State Uni as leaders of the league. The Phi Tuesday—7:30, S. A. E. vs. Phi Sigma the Cubs will need to play their best
ffslla Walla occasioned the only GrizDelts now bold second place, one game Kappa; 8:30—Sigma Nu vs. S. P. E. As a primer for the Poison engage
of
the
sideline.
This
would
eliminate
versity
goalie,
was
kept
busy
by
the
victory. A large crowd turned out
the need of wasting a down to have Miners’ attack. Torrington, of the ahead of the Kappa Slgs.
Wednesday—7:30, Independents vs. ment, the Cubs defeated a combination
^urday in Moscow to see the third
the ball moved in 15 yards.
Oredlggers, made the score after a
Sigma Chl-Pli! Belt
A. T. O.; 8:30—Kappa Sigma vs. Delta team of the Red and White, and the
Qrioiy-Vandal game of this season
mix-up
in
the
center
during
the
third
Despite a band and one of the larg Sigma Lambda. Thursday—7:30, S. Coca Cola city league teams. The
,aJ to see the University of Idaho
town fives alternated a team during
.tote their -second w in of the series. Outstanding Women In Meet Will Another change they would like to period. Leo Maney was the outstand est crowds of rooters to witness an P. E„ vs. A. T. O.; 8:30—Sigma Chi
each quarter. Score at half time, Cubs
see written into the rules is that no ing defensive player for the winners, interfraternity basketball game this vs. S. A. E.
Attend Interschool Flay Day
It was a tired Grizzly aggregation
23, Independents 4. Final, Cubs 50,
while
Crowley
averted
many
scores
by
Team
standings:
Ineligible men be allowed to cross the
year, the Phi Delts lost a close, fast
At Bozeman This Tear
thick met the Whitman Missionaries
Team
Won Lost Pet Independents 27.
line of scrimmage until the ball is expert Work at the net.
game to the Sigma Chi quint, 23-28,
priday. For a part of the first period
“Plans for the physical education thrown on a forward pass play.
Lineups:
6 1 .867
Saturday morning. The game was Sigma C h i __
ihe Missionaries held the Grizzlies in
Miners (1)
University (0)
__ 6 2 .760 Helen Meloy of Townsend, president
well-played, and the rooters had the Phi- D e lts ___
check but Heller and Fox started hit demonstration which is being spon
of North Hall club, is receiving osteo
Truew orthy______________ Crowley time of their lives. Blastic of the Kappa Sigma ..
sored
by
the
Women’s
Athletic
associ
Other
proposals
are
that
two,
one
ting the basket with marked regular
pathic treatments as a result of minor
Goal
winners, and Crowley of the losers, S. A. E. ___
ity. Heller was high point man for ation, and scheduled to be held March from each team, keep score, eliminat
injuries she received while toboggan
Martineau
------------------ Goodacre tied for high scoring honors with nine D. S. L. ....................i___ 4
game with 20 tallies. Dick Fox 7, are already well under way," Eva ing the field judge; that the penalty
ing Saturday night.
Wing
Lesell, manager of the event, said for clipping be reduced from 25 to
points each, and Talbot, Sigma Chi Independents__________ 3
coming in frequently from the guard
S. P. E ___________ ’____ 3
position scored 10 points to follow his yesterday. "Basketball, fencing, turn 15 yards so that officials would not DeBarathy ----- -------------------- Shupe!center, followed with eight points.
A. T. O____ ____________ 2
bllng, clogging and folk dancing will be so hesitant in calling such a foul
Wlng
i I Sigma Chi (28)
Phi Delts (28)
teammate. The game was fast and
Phi S i g s __ ’___________ 2
be included in. the program.”
that no interference be ruled on a Maney ......................................Grattan'
drew a large, crowd, the largest of the|
..Morrell (2)
Blastic (9) —
Center
Sigma N u _____________ 1
The ten or twelve outstanding forward pass unless there is actual
season at Whitman. Few penalties
Forward
Torrington ( 1 ) ---------------- Kinonen
women in the demonstration will be bodily contact.
-B y vere called and the game ended MonRUTH POLLEYS IS ELECTED
Defense
chosen to participate in the events at
Forward
teas 56, Whitman 40. Score a t half
NEW EDITOR OF SPUE
the Play Day which will be held at There is also some sentiment in Ryan ............................ L. Thibodeau
__Maury (4)
Talbot (8) .
time, Montana 19; Whitman 16. ■
Defense
Montana State College the latter part favor of giving points for first downs
•— A t —
Center
lineup and summary:.
Ruth Polleys, Missoula, was elected
Spares: University—Corrette and
of April. Play Day was held for the Inside the 30 yard line so there would
__ Sullivan editor of Spur tp. replace Clara Mabel
PF
Pts.
FT
Judge
(3)
gontana Grizzlies (66) G
first time last year, and officials in be less kicking and more offensive Sheehan.
1
5
Guard
1
Foot,
Helena,
at
a
meeting
of
the
or
Brtwn, I ---------------- 2
Referee: Jack Dunn.
charge hope to make it an annual action.
.Crowley (9) ganization last Thursday afternoon.
Lem ire____
Fitzgerald, t | ----------- - 3 0 1 6
__ A __
— With —
affair, and hold it alternately at Boze
Guard
0 1 2
Vivian Bower, Tarkio, was chosen
Erickson, t --------------1
Genevieve Krum spent the week-end
man and the State University. Teams The general idea is that defense has
A Smile from Bob and Jack
Substitutions: Sigma Chi—Berg- representative to Associated Women
0 8
; McDonald, f
_. . .. 4 0
composed of the outstanding women caught up to offense and the low in Anaconda.
quist (2), and McClain; Phi Delts— Students council.
2 0 20
! Heller, c ----------------- 9
athletes from each institution compete scores are making the game uninter
0 5
1
i Diilberg, c ---------------2
the value of good kicking and elim Davison (4).in a series of contests. Last year esting.
llllllllllllllllllllllll
0
3
0
S. P. E.-Independent
Holloway, g — ----- ®
inate many scoreless ties.
twelve women from Bozeman were the
0 0 0
1 Hileman, g --------------0
Monday evening, the Sig Bps de
guests of the Women’s Athletic asso-. The professional league is trying
2 1 10
FOX, g —----------------- 4
elation here. This year the women to speed the game up, increase the Pop Warner, talking from the East feated the Independents, 23-18, in a
0 0 0
; Rhinehart, g ----------- 0
at Montana State College have ex scoring and make the game more spec says that on the Pacific coast the makeup of a postponed game. The
Whitman Missionaries (40)
Wbuld like to advise you or to help you carry out
tended. an invitation to the Women’! tacular for the spectators who keep coaches are given more publicity than contest was listless, neither team
1
1 < Athletic association to send the out it alive.
the players. He says that a big con showing much speed or teamwork.
any idea for a
ference game is regarded more as a
1 2 1 standing women to Bozeman for a three
Nells - —----------------- 9
The point after touchdown may be personal battle between coaches than
.......— - ■ 4 0 2
West
day meet.
1
i
1 Nelson------------------- 3
“The possibility of being selected to eliminated in the league and the hud between two teams of players. He
2 2
1 Carpenter__________ 3
go to Bozeman should be an incentive dle may also be abolished. The pro advocates giving the players more
: bring
2 3 3
to everyone participating In the dem gridsters also favor playoffs in case Credit. It has also been mentioned
Phone 3118
Saturday night the Vandals began to onstration to do their very best,” Miss of ties and the moving of -the goal that during his stay on the .coast Pop
Florence Hotel—Second Floor
Phone
Dry Geaners
dick and the long strain of playing Lesell said. “There is still a month posts back to the goal line instead of never complained about getting his
a game a night and traveling all day to practice, and everyone in any of the end-line. This would bring back name in the papers too much.
told on the Grizzlies. They were slow the classes-mentioned will be eligible
and tired and hit the hoop only occa for the competition.”
sionally. Fighting by spurts the State
University fire managed to hold the
Vandals to a 22-14 lead a t half time.
At the first of the second period a
scoring spurt took the Grizzlies to
within 5 points of their opponents.
One hundred and twenty-five micro
Then came the high pass, tip to the
scopic slides of mounted sections
basket pipy that the Bobcats used so
of rocks have been received by the
effectively against the local club in
Department of Geology for use in opti
the second Bobcat game. Superior
cal m i n e r o l o g y and petrography
helghth of the Vandals became the ad
vantage and the game from then on classes.
This collection of slides is a valu
was a run-away.
able asset to the department for the
Hlleman, Fox and Rhinehart han
use of graduate students,” said Dr,
dled the Grizzly defense during its
J. P. Rowe, chairman of the Depart
moat effective times. Play on the
ment of Geology, yesterday.
whole was not exciting and the game
From the department’s collection of
was comparatively listless.
Final
more than 600 kinds of rock, Dr. Rowe
score, Montana 30, Idaho $2.
selected 125 specimens of which he
Lineup and Summary:
wished microscopic slides. With the
Montana GrazzUes (80) G. FT PF Pts.
use of the slides, which were received
Brown, f
from Ward’s Natural Science Estab
__ 1
lishment at Rochester, N. Y., it is pos
Brickson, f ____ _
2
sible to examine the rocks and deter
McDonald, f ______ p 1
mine their mineral content and the
Heller, c ____ _ 3
amount of each mineral present.
Box, g-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

In Tourneyl

Athletic Prowess
W ill Be Show n
In Demonstration

Start R ig h t. .
Breakfasting

The NEW HUT

D O R O T H Y LEE

Missoula Laundry
Company

U N I Q U E H a ird ress

fo r F O R E S T E R S ’ B A L L

Geology Department
Receives Equipment

now it..

Holloway, g ,_____
Hileman, g _ _ _ _ _ _
Bkinebart, g _____
Fitzgerald, f __ _ _ _ _

Chesterfields are
M ilder

Jane Power spent the week-end at
her home in Helena, returning to Mis
soula Sunday afternoon.

Idaho Vandals (62)

Barrett - ____ '
Werner .
Sbnrtllf _ _
Wieke___
Grenier __
Hurley

_______

Ucy | ___________

Nelson ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _
Jones

University and Fort
Will Play Tonight
Hockey teams from the State Uni
versity and Fort Missoula will meet
tonight at 7:30 o’clock at the munirink.

This is one of a series

°I games that officials are.trying to
•Ign to give the University team ex
perience and playing strength.
Manager Lee Thibodeau urges that
Players on the University team be
Ptesent so that' he can present his
tivengest lineup. No admission will
1* charged for the game, and all ln'evested fans are asked to see it.

H E N you ask a Chesterfield
smoker
why that’s his brand — he
s
generally comes right out flat-footed and
s a y s. . .“ It’s because They're M ilderl”

Your Hairdress

K

Must match your coBtume at

FORESTERS’ BALL
We are ready to help you with
Ideas and service

So w e’re going to keep on doing
everything ‘we know how to keep them
that way.

The Missoula
Hairdressing Parlor
Missoula Hotel BuUdlng
Phone 6450

That’s why we look for and buy the
mildest and ripest tobaccos w e can get.
That’s why we age them in our ware
houses till they’re mellow and sweet.
W e believe that even the shredding
of the tobacco. . . and the quality of the
paper it’s rolled in, have a lot to do
with the even-drawing, mild smoke that
people enjoy in Chesterfields.

Valentines
For Sweethearts, Friends
and Relatives

Y ou can bank on this. . . every method
known to science is used to make Chest
erfield a milder, better-tasting cigarette
that satisfies.

McKay Art Co.

BAND EQUIPMENT
WILL ARRIVE THIS WEEK

Gome new music, eighteen music
•iands and a new Tympany style bass
foun will be Included in a shipment
"Band equipment to arrive this week
trom New York.
^he tentative date for the band con^ rl Las been set for February 26 in
**in hall, Professor Teel, band dir*ctor, announced. The new music,
*idch consists of marches, will not
•* heard until the band plays for the
military reviews next quarter.

Chesterfield Radio Program—Every night exoept Sunday, Columbia coaat-to-coast Network*

The Well-Dressed
Mao
Will not appear at

FORESTERS’ BALL
but he must have his suit cleaned
and pressed for the next night.

TH EY’ RE M ILD E R THEY TASTE BETTER

Harry’s Tailor Shop
Missoula Hotel Building

© 1933, Liggett & M v m T obacco Co .

esterfield

THE
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Masquers ’ Play Is
By Famous Author

Eminger Arranges Phi Delta Theta
Program for Club Leads Intramural
Suggestions for Pan-American Day
Are Received from Rowe
Elsie Eminger, sponsor of the Span
ish club, has received a letter from
L. L. Rowe, director-general of PanAmerican Union, In response to her
queries concerning ideas for a PanAmerican Day program for April 14.
The club hopes to get a prominent outof-the-state speaker for this celebra
tion. A list of the speakers, titles of
addresses and the papers which may
be read upon that day were sent by
Mr. Rowe to Miss Eminger.
Dr. Rowe suggested the use of flags
of the foreign nations belonging to the
Pan-American Union as part of the
decorations.
Students at a college In Georgia
can no longer wear smoked glasses
to class because a wily professor
found out that the students used the
glasses as a screen behind which they
could sleep through lectures.

Classified Ads

Bowling League
Sigma Chi and Sigma Nn Holding
Second and Third Places
Respectively
Phi Delta Theta advanced to the
lead of the Intramural Bowling league
Saturday with a victory over Kappa
Sigma, while the other teams that had
shared the lead slipped back with low
scores. Sigma Chi out-rolled Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, and Yebls Chi finished
ahead of Sigma Nu.
John Sullivan, Phi Delt bowler,
rolled high game with a score of 268,
and also high three-game series with
601 pins. A team mate, Currie, was
second in single and three-game scores
with 211 and 566, while Brown, Sigma
Nu, also rolled 211.
Scores:
S.A.E.
1st 2nd Srd Total
Vlckerman __ 134
97 151 382
H o v en ________ 93 103 102 298
M a ttso n _____ 157
139 131 427
Hennlngsen __ 154 129 159' 442
192 209 553
H azelb ak er__ 152
H andicap____ 30
30
30
90

T o ta ls ________720
Sigma Chi
1st
Flanagan ____ 158
ROOM AND BOARD
W hittlnghlll__ 169
BOARD—*16 TWO MEALS, *20 W o rd e n _____ 157
three meals, per month; choice of S c h e ll________163
menu;
excellent home cooking.
R o e _________ 132
Yankee Cafe, 512 S. Higgins.
"VARSITY HOUSE,” BLOCK FROM T o ta ls ____
campus; homelike atmosphere, good
Yebls Chi
eats; *20 per month.
Hague ____
NEW LOW PRICES ON ROOMS. 724 Dummy __ _
Eddy. Phone 5438.
Vidro ____ _
Morrison _
LOST AND FOUND
Sayatovlch _
FOUND—MAN’S OVERCOAT LEFT Handicap _
at Elite last Friday. Identify and
Totals
pay for ad at Kaimin office.
Sigma Nu
FOUND—CAPELET LEFT AT ELITE Schmoll ____
last Friday. Identify and pay for Sheridan
ad at Kaimin office.
Culver
.......
LOST—SMALL, BLACK LEATHER L a m b ______
Brown
.
notebook. Return to Virginia Cooney.
MISCELLANEOUS
FURNITURE REPAIRED—206 S. 3rd.

1st
136
140
119

690
2nd
172

782 2192
Srd Total
162 492
160 475
123 414
164 434
181 443

2nd Srd Total
167 149 462
140 140
127 133
194
160

1st
163
133
146
163
162

2nd
179
148
148
207
211

Srd Total
170 512
183 464
136 430
166 536
168 541

767

893

823 2483

Phi Delt
1st
Sullivan
Wlgal _
D u m m y _____ 140
Curtis ________ 146
C u rrie ________211

2nd

3rd Total

Totals ________848
Kappa SI?
1st
Anderson _____ 154
S ilfa s t________175
C ald er________180
D u m m y _____ 140
Dummy ______ 140

802
2nd
126
161
165
140
140

890 2540
8rd Total
167 437
174 610
160 605
140 420
140 420

T o ta ls ________809

752

791 2292

Totals

MONTANA

Tuesday, February

KAIMIN

Sentinel Pictures

The schedule fo r. group pictures
(Continued from Pane One)
not to go back to ‘Punch’, with Its for the Sentinel which will be taken
In
the Forestry auditorium on the sec
regular weekly articles, but keep my
ond floor of the Forestry building Is
self free to write what and where and
as follows:
whe'n I liked; risky perhaps, at first,
Tuesday, February 7—Theta Sigma
but much more fun. I have been do
Phi, 7:30; Sigma Dqlta Chi, 7:45;
ing this since and have no financial
I
Iuterfraternity,
8; Kappa Tau, 8:15;
reasons for regretting It.
Spur, 8:30; Central Board, 8:45.
“As regards more intimate matters, I Wednesday, February 8, M. Club,
I have one wife, one son, one house, 17:30; Forestry club, 7:45; Druids, 8;
and one recreation—golf."
(Forestry Rifle team, 8:15; Forestry
Kaimin staff, 8:30; Spanish club, 8:45.
“The Truth About Blayds”
Thursday, February 9, Montana Kai
Lost year, The Tormentors, State
min staff, 7:30; Mortar Board, 7:46;
college dramatic society, presented
HI Jinx committee, 8; Executive Board
Milne’s "The Perfect Alibi,” which they
of the Commerce club, 8:15; Alpha
gave on this campus during last win
Kappa Psl, 8:30; Pan-Hellenic, 8:45.
ter quarter. Other plays of Milne’s
which have been produced by ama POLLINGER STARTS WORK
teurs and professionals In this coun
AS STUDENT DIETICIAN
try are “The Dover Road," “Mr. Pim
Passes By,” "The Ivory Door,” "The Ella Polllnger, who graduated last
Man In the Bowler Hat,” "The Boy June, started her training course as
Comes Home,” "Wurzel-Flummery,” student dietician In the Michael Reese
‘Make Believe” and “The Romantic hospital In Chicago this week, accord
Age.”
ing to Anne C. Platt, professor of
One of his best-known plays Is “The Home Economics. She is the fifth girl
Truth About Blayds,” which was first of the class of ’32 to be placed In hos
produced In the Booth theater in New pitals.
York City on March 14, 1922 . Norman
Bel-Qeddes designed the settings for the cast Included Effle Shannon and
the play and at the time critics claimed Earnest Lawford.
It the most notable production of that Richard Dana Skinner, critic for
season. Stark Young, critic, said of "The Commonweal,” said of the last
this production, “The play Is full of production, “It Is a study, in a light
the promise of that comedy note that vein, of the ease with which mediocre
English dramatists know how to get— minds can turn and twist facts—
that sense of a rambling and secure ’rationalize! them If you prefer—In
philosophy, the flavor and background (order to suit obviously selfish pur
poses. Milne Is at his best In the role
of a social point of view.”
of lnquistor-general of human frallity
Play Revived in New York
jin the matter of veritas.”
In May, 1932, the play was revived The Montana Masquers' production
on Broadway under the direction of Is rapidly taking shape, rehearsals
Guthrie McCllntlc In the Belasco the are being held dally and the produc
ater. O. P. Heggle, the star of the or tion crew has finished much of the
iginal production, again played the work on the settings. The dates for
role of the poet, Oliver Blayds. Pauline I the presentation have been set for
Lord took the part of the sacrificing Thursday and Friday, February 16
and 17.

SMITH ENTERTAINS ORCHE8®.

Ball Preparations
Near Completition

Notices

There will be a meeting of council
(Continued from P u t* One)
plans as in accordance with tradition. members and officers of Cercle dti
Tho features are never exposed until Chevalier de La Verendrye a t the
home of Astrld Arnoldson at 7:30
the night of. the ball.
o’clock Thursday evening.
However, the committee on refresh
EMMA BRAVO, President.
ments has at Its disposal 1,200 coffeo
cups, 30 pitchers, eight wash boilers
Please do not forget the Spanish
in which to brew coffee, 40 sugar
club meeting at the Zeta Chi house
bowls and more than twelve hundred
at 7:30 Wednesday. Prof. Paul Bisspoons with which to care for the
choff will speak on "Reminiscences of
student rush during the meal hours.
Central America.”
An absolute ban on smoking Inside
EVA LESELL, President.
the gymnasium will be enforced
strlckly by members of the Forestry
Members of the Debate Union will
club. With tho huge structure lit
meet tonight at 7:30 o'clock in Main
erally covered with Inflammable trees
hall auditorium.
and boughs, it Is necessary that smok
ing be positively forbidden. Caulked
A box for senior activity lists has
shoes and loaded fire arms are also been put up In the hallway of the
restricted costume equipment. Chew
ing tobacco and snoose will be per
mitted only In the barroom.
Chaperons for the annual frolic In-1
dude Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Dean
and Mrs. J. E. Miller, Dean Harriet
Rankin Sedman, Dean T. C. Spauld
ing, Dean A. L. Stone, Dr. and Mrs.
W. E. Schrelber, Prof, and Mrs. I. W.
Cook, Prof, and Mrs. J. H. Ramsktll,
Prof. Fay O. Clark, Dr. and Mrs. J. W. |
Severy, Prof, and Mrs. B. F. Oakes, Mr.
and Mrs. T. G. Swearingen, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Adams and A. J. LewanFlorence Hotel Building'
dowskl.

CIGARETTES
15c—<2 for 25c
Tins . . . . 30c
Cartons . $1.20

following the concert given byy^
University Symphony orchestra gut,,
day afternoon, the Orchestra cluf w.
tertalned at the home of Mr. and Hk
DeLoss Smith. The evening !
spent In m u s i c and refreshing.
Guests included Dr. and Mrs. c. B
Clapp and other members of family
connected with the orchestra. J l
Student Store and all seniors ar*
urged by Mary E. Woody, Sentinel
editor, to get these lists In some tine
during this week.

Lucy’s
February furni
ture sale is worth
looking into.

Public Drug Store

Men at the University of Melbourne,
Australia, have started knitting as a
protest against the co-eds adopting
football.
Fifteen fraternity pins were found
this year in Los Angeles pawn shops.

Don’t Miss It

ARCADE GROCERY CO.
Incorporated

Reliable Grocers
The First National Bank
T h t F irst and Oldest
National Bank in
Montana

601 WOODY 8TREET
(Farley Co.)
Phone 2171

110 WEST MAD’ ST.
Phone 2197

EVERYTHING IN GROCERIES

Team standings:

Holeproof

HOSE
Buy yourself all the pairs of
Holeproof Stockings you will
need for a long time in this
Special 2-Price Holeproof
Promotion Event.
Every pair regular first quality,
new and fresh, a style number
of great popularity.

Regularly $1.00 Pr.

85c
2 PAIRS
*1.00

FORMER STUDENT IS HEARD
IN WEEKLY RADIO INTERVIEW

Any Optical Repair
Promptly Made
If your broken frame or lens
can be repaired, we can do it.

BARNETT
Optical Co.

T he stage is all set for target practice. The magician
lifts his bow and aims an arrow at the bull’s-eye. His
lovely assistant then steps in front of the target and
he shoots the arrow—apparently through her—and it
fixes itself in the very center of the bull’s-eye! And
she smiles through it all while the audience gasps.
The arrow which the marksman “shoots through” his
assistant simply folds up into the crossbow! The
arrow which is actually embedded in the target is shot
by the girl herself from a belt concealed under her
dress. She releases a little spring, the arrow unfolds,
and shoots straight into the bull’s-eye! It is all done in
a flash! So quickly the eye cannot detect the girl’s
movements! To heighten the impression that the ar
row has gone right through, the girl releases a ribbon
from the front of her dress—the continuation, appar
ently, of the ribbon attached to the arrow in the target.

129 East Broadway

8 PAIRS
KS2.2J

Extra Sheer Chiffon or SemiService weight. Colors: Foggy,
Clear, Silhouette, Tanbark, Teakwood. All slzeB .

Regularly $1.35 Pr.

$1.15
2 PAIRS
*2.10

Pet.
.750
.666
.583
.600
.222
•111

Ken Niles, former student, was heard
last evening In “The Lowdown,” a
weekly feature of the Columbla-Don
Lee Broadcasting system. The aim of
this program Is to give some of the
interesting facts In the lives of popular
entertainers and announcers of the
Pacific coast.

8 PAIRS
82.95

Semi-Service and Extra Heavy
weight. Seven fashionable col
ors. All Sizes.

SALE THIS WEEK ONLY

MissouiaMercan™
COMPANY

Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 1097

DR. J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block
copyright, less. B. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4101

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

1

UClfS

169
161

Won Lost
Phi Delta Theta .
9
3
Sigma Chi
....
8
4
Sigma N u ________7
5
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 6
6
Yebls C h i________ 2
7
Kappa Sigma ..
1
8

7 , 1933

It’s fun to be fooled
...i t ’s more fun to K N O W
L ik e to see through trick s? T h en let’s
look at an o th e r. . . the illusion in ciga
rette advertising called “ C igarettes
and Y o u r T h ro at.”
T h e audience is told that by certain
magic processes tobacco can be made
as soothing as cough medicine.
e x p l a n a t io n i T h e easiest cigarette
on yo u r throat is the cigarette that is
m ade from the choicest rip e tobaccos.
C heap, raw tobaccos are, as you w ould
naturally expect, harsh in th eir effects
upon the throat.

If you have to consider yo u r throat,
the quality of the tobacco in your
cigarette is im portant.
It is a fact, well known by
le af tobacco experts, that
C a m e ls a r e m a d e fro m fin er,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
an y other popular brand.

C am els are as non-irritating as a ciga
re tte can b e because C am els use choice,
ripe, tobaccos.
A n d because of the matchless blend
ing of these costlier tobaccos Cam els
have a rich bouquet and aro m a. . . a
cool, delicious flavor.
K eep th e a ir-tig h t, welded
H u m id o r P ack on yo u r Cam els
. . . to assure yourself and your
com panions a fresh, cool smoke.

NO TR IC K S
JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
IN

A

MATCHLESS

BLEND

